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New Powers and Old. A conflict millennia in the brewing. And at the center of it: one
man.Michael has escaped the clutches of the Dark, if only temporarily. Surfacing in the world
above, he finds matters no less complex than down below and survival as challenging as it had
been in the dungeon.Is the harder path the one you must forge on your own?Many want Michael
as their ally. Yet more want him dead, and the Dark is not done with him either. Can he find a way
to navigate the treacherous waters of the Game and uncover the mysteries about himself?Or will
Michael bend to Powers greater than him?Follow him on his epic journey of discovery and find
out!PRAISE FOR THE GRAND GAME:“Interesting portal litrpg. Well-paced and the start of a
new series. Curious to see where it goes...” —Tao Wong on goodreads.com.“… Great action,
great storyline and I honestly binge read it, start to end…” —Alex Kozlowski on
goodreads.com.“Smart MC. Great Tension. Full of Action.” —CookieCrumble on
RoyalRoad.com.“Everything I look for in a LitRPG.” —CosmereCradleChris on
RoyalRoad.com“Oh I liked this very much!” —The Enlightened Beard on Ebook Tops.com.“One
of the best in this category this year.” —kindle customer on Ebook Tops.com.
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2AfterwordDefinitionsKey Characters & FactionsMichael at the End of Book 1Player Profile:
MichaelLevel: 23. Rank: 2. Current Health: 100%.Stamina: 100%. Mana: 100%. Psi:
100%.Species: Human. Lives Remaining: 2.Marks: Wolf-friend, Lesser Shadow, Lesser Light,
Lesser Dark.AttributesAvailable: 0 points.Strength: 2. Constitution: 5. Dexterity: 13. Perception: 8. 
Mind: 5. Magic: 0. Faith: 0.ClassesAvailable: 1 point.Primary-Secondary Bi-blend:
Mindstalker.Tertiary Class: None.TraitsPsi wolf heritage: +2 Dexterity, +2 Strength, +4
Mind.Beast tongue: can speak to beastkin.Marked: can see spirit signatures.Nocturnal: perfect
night vision.SkillsAvailable skill slots: 0.Dodging (current: 31. max: 130. Dexterity,
basic).Sneaking (current: 42. max: 130. Dexterity, basic).Shortswords (current: 38. max: 130.
Dexterity, basic).Two weapon fighting (current: 33. max: 130. Dexterity, advanced).Light armor
(current: 22. max: 50. Constitution, basic).Thieving (current: 1. max: 130. Dexterity, basic).Chi
(current: 20. max: 50. Mind, advanced).Meditation (current: 31. max: 50. Mind, basic).Telekinesis 
(current: 13. max: 50. Mind, advanced).Telepathy (current: 16. max: 50. Mind, advanced).Insight
(current: 32. max: 80. Perception, basic).Deception (current: 9. max: 80. Perception,
master).AbilitiesCrippling blow (Dexterity, basic).Simple charm (Mind, basic).Stunning slap
(Mind, basic).Basic analyze (Perception, basic).Minor backstab (Dexterity, basic).One-step
(Mind, basic).Lesser trap detect (Perception, basic).Basic trap disarm (Dexterity, basic).Simple
lockpicking (Dexterity, basic).Conceal small weapon (Perception, basic).Minor reaction buff
(Mind, basic).Simple mindsight (Class, basic).Known Key PointsSector 14,913 exit portal and
safe zone.Equippedcommon thief’s cloak (+3 sneaking).spider’s bite shortsword (+15%
damage, webbed).shortsword,+1 (+15% damage, +10 shortswords).common fighter’s sash (+3
shortswords).enchanted leather armor set (+20% damage reduction, -4 Dexterity).slotted-potion
belt (3 minor heal, 4 moderate heal, 3 full heal).Backpack Contents26 x field rations.2 x flask of
water.0 x minor healing potions.2 x iron daggers.1 x bedroll.4 x moderate healing potions.1 x



coin pouch.1 x keyring.0 x full healing potions.1 x basic fire-starting kit.1 x Catalog of Skills and
Abilities.1 x rank 1 priest’s robe.1 x blood siphon master Class stone.Bank ContentsMoney: 46
gold, 4 silvers, and 9 coppers.2 x full healing potions.2 x basic steel shortswords.Chapter 89:
The Outside WorldDay One of Michael’s Pact with Erebus.I stumbled out of the portal and fell to
my hands and knees, struggling to catch my balance.I was blinded.Light. White and brighter
than anything I had yet felt in this world filled my vision. I squeezed my eyes shut. Bloody hell,
that’s bright.I waited for a heartbeat or two to allow the dancing afterimages to fade. Then I
opened my eyes to careful slits.Green. Trees. Rocks.That was what I saw. My heart thudded
louder. I had done it. I had escaped Erebus’s dungeon and largely unscathed too.I opened my
eyes wider. The light, while still harsh and painful, was no longer blinding. I was standing at the
mouth of a cave set high on the slope of a mountainside.Below me was a verdant expanse of
green, a forest of tall trees. Oaks, redwoods, sequoia, and many others for which I had no names
filled the horizon. Beyond them, I saw more mountaintops in the far distance, cradling the forest
on all sides.I am in a valley. This must be the dire wolves’ home.I had made it. I was safe. Or was
I? Multiple messages from the Game were waiting for my attention. Turning my focus inwards, I
scrolled through them.You have completed the task: Escape the Dungeon and failed the task:
Find your own way out. The Marks on your spirit signature have changed.You have escaped the
dungeon using the exit crafted by the Dark, yet in a manner wholly of your own making. The Dark
is pleased by your pursuit of self and your refusal to bind yourself to another. Your Dark Mark has
deepened.Shadow is satisfied that your actions have not disturbed the balance between the
Forces. Your Shadow Mark remains unchanged.Light is dissatisfied with the manner of your
escape. You have scorned unity and pursuit of the greater good. Your Light Mark has
weakened.Wolf admires the strong. Wolf acknowledges the leader, but at the same time, Wolf
accepts no being as its master. You have refused to bow to any Power and held true to your
lupine heritage. Wolf is pleased. Your Wolf Mark has deepened.Congratulations, Michael! Your
Wolf Mark has advanced. You now bear the Mark: Wolf-brethren. Most wolfkind will react
favorably to this Mark and welcome you as an honored guest, defending you as one of their own
against outsiders but still considering you as apart from their pack.I paused the flow of
messages while I considered their implications. My Wolf Mark had strengthened. I wasn’t sure
yet what this boded for me, but I was certain it was important. At the very least, it would ease my
introduction to the dire wolves.With a flick of the hand, I willed the messages to continue
scrolling.You have entered sector 12,560 of the Kingdoms. This area is part of the Forever
Kingdom’s wild borderlands. It is currently neutral territory, unclaimed by any faction or Force. No
additional restrictions apply to this region.You have accomplished the feat: Novice Dungeoneer!
Requirement: complete your first dungeon. You have been awarded an additional life! Total lives:
3.By the terms of your agreement with the Power Erebus, your non-aggression Pact with him has
commenced. For the length of this Pact, neither you nor those bearing Erebus’ Mark may take
hostile action against each other. Remaining duration: 7 days.I chewed over the alerts,
especially the final one. So I wasn’t safe. Not yet. And perhaps, I never would be.Seven days, I



thought. That’s how long I had before I could expect reprisals from Erebus. It was nice that I had
gained another life, but I had no illusions that it would make much difference if the Power’s
people caught me after the Pact concluded.I glanced over my shoulder. The shimmering curtain
was still there, shining brightly in the darkness, and I was sure Stayne was still on the other side,
straining against the Pact that leashed his actions.He will pursue me as soon as he can.I had to
conclude my business in the valley quickly and be long gone before then. Shouldering my
backpack into a more comfortable position, I stepped onto the rocky slope leading downwards in
search of the dire wolves.~~~The descent to the bottom of the valley was gradual enough to be
manageable without climbing gear and easy enough to allow me time to think. As I made my way
into the valley, I reviewed my plans for the immediate future. I intended on finding Aira and Oursk
to see what more I could learn of the ‘Wolf,’ as the Adjudicator so often referred to it. I wasn’t sure
what the Wolf was yet. It could be a being—another Power perhaps—or it could be a metaphor
for a path, a wolven way of life maybe.Whatever it was, I knew I needed to find out. It was
important, I sensed, and not just to my choice of tertiary Class. It could determine my future in
this world.By now, I suspected I was different, apart even from other players. It was the only
explanation I could come up with for the attention Erebus, Loken, and Ishita had paid me. Why I
was different remained a mystery, but I was sure that the Powers’ interest wouldn’t make my life
easier.I would have to play every angle I could to survive.And that meant finding out about the
Wolf and what it held in store for me. I only hoped the dire wolves would be able to enlighten
me.I skipped down the final stretch of the rocky slope, jumping lightly from boulder to boulder.I
had no actual destination in mind yet. I didn’t know the wolves’ precise location, only that this
valley was their home. I wasn’t worried about finding them, though. I suspected they would find
me if I ventured far enough into the valley.I reached the bottom of the mountainside without
incident. Standing on the forest’s edge, I studied the trees arching high over me, then glanced
left and right. The woods extended in both directions as far as the eye could see. From what I
had seen from the cave mouth, I knew it filled the entire expanse of the valley too.The forest was
not silent either. Insects chirped, birds sang, strange hoots sounded, and eerie howls emanated
from within. All in all, I preferred the mountains. Still, there was no going back. I sighed. Onwards,
Michael, I encouraged myself and took a tentative step forward.A branch crackled underfoot.I
froze and glanced at the ground askance. Twigs and fallen leaves littered the forest floor. Huh.
Sneaking here isn’t going to be easy. Holding my pose, I stared into the forest depths. The longer
I looked, the more uneasy I grew. I got the distinct feeling that whoever I’d been in my past life, I
had been no woodsman.I sighed again. No time like the present to learn. After all, I couldn’t very
well follow the path of the wolf and be afraid of a forest, now could I?I’m not afraid, I thought
stubbornly. Pulling the shadows around me, I stepped into the forest’s depths.~~~A hostile entity
has detected you! You are no longer hidden.I bit off a groan at the Game message. The hostile in
question was a level one squirrel scolding me from the tree above. I glanced upwards in a
parting scowl before moving on.Treading softly in the forest was even harder than I suspected. I
didn’t let it dissuade me though, and kept at it. But even at my seemingly high skill level—rank



four—I often dropped out of stealth almost as soon as I cloaked myself.It has to be the light, I
thought squinting suspiciously upwards at the sunlight filtering down through the trees. But it was
more than that, I knew. It was the environment itself.The forest isn’t as conducive to sneaking as
dank, dark tunnels, I thought morosely.The animals moving unseen through the foliage weren’t
helping either. I knew they were there. With simple mindsight, I was able to see the dozens of tiny
minds scurrying through the underbrush, flitting through the trees overhead, and even digging in
the earth below.I had even charmed a few. Not that it helped train my telepathy any. Most of the
surrounding animals’ levels were far below my own, netting me nearly no experience. And
leaving my mindsight open drained my psi even faster than my single-cast abilities. Simple
mindsight, I realized, was not an ability I could use for scouting, at least not for extended
forays.But as full of life as this bloody forest is, at least I won’t go hungry, I thought grouchily and
stomped deeper into the underbrush.The leaves rustled overhead. I paid them no mind.Probably
another damn squirrel.A heavy weight landed on my shoulders. Alarm flashed through me
before instinct kicked in, and I fell forward into a somersault. Claws raked at me through my
leather armor as my maneuver flung the attacker off. Not a squirrel then, I thought inanely.I
bounced back to my feet. Drawing both my blades, I spun around. A shape flashed through the
air—a four-footed creature of some kind.I ducked.The beast sailed over. I was about to whip
around when another blur of motion caught my attention.A second attacker.I crossed my blades
in guard position a heartbeat before the creature’s jaw snapped for my throat. Stymied, the beast
dropped to the floor and darted forward to nip at my legs.I kicked the creature in the mouth and
thrust spider’s bite downwards. I still couldn’t quite tell what the thing was. Its skin—scales really
—were mottled shades of brown and green, perfect camouflage for the forest. The beast,
whatever it was, seemed a weird combination of serpent and cat.Webbed triggered! An
unknown assailant has failed a physical resistance check! You have immobilized your target for 1
second.As my enchanted sword made contact with my foe’s skull, magical webs spun out of the
blade to wreathe the creature.I didn’t waste the opportunity.Leaping forward, I straddled the
beast and plunged my second blade deep into the snake-cat’s throat. Life drained out of it.You
have killed an unknown assailant.I sensed movement on my flank—my original attacker rejoining
the fray. The creature was sprinting towards me. Releasing the blade still buried in the dead
beast, I flung up my left arm. The beast ignored my upraised hand and leaped through the air to
bridge the distance between us.I drew psi from my mind and sent it rippling down my hand and
directly into the beast as it crashed into me. Paralyzing energy flooded the creature’s muscles,
locking it in place instantly.An unknown assailant has failed a physical resistance check! You
have stunned your target for 1 second.The beast bowled me over, and I fell backward onto the
soft earth. My breath was knocked out the next moment as the creature landed atop me. I had
been expecting the collision though, and managed to keep hold of spider’s bite.Before the dazed
creature could recover, I slapped my left hand to its side again, freezing it with stunning slap
once more. Then I stabbed into the scaled beast.Once. Twice.The beast’s paralysis faded, and it
mewed pitifully as it felt the bite of my sword. Weakly, it tried to clamp its jaws around my throat. I



fended off the feeble attack with my left hand and slashed at it again with the sword in my right. I
kept at it, stabbing repeatedly. With each fresh strike, I tore gaping holes through the creature.
Finally, the Game notice I had been waiting for arrived.You have killed an unknown
assailant.With a sigh, I abandoned my frenzied assault and let my head rest on the soft grass.
Chest heaving, I stared up into the silently watching trees. It was over. More messages were
waiting for my attention, and I perused them while my adrenaline subsided.You have reached
level 24!Your shortswords has increased to level 39. Your two weapon fighting has increased to
level 34. Your light armor has increased to level 24. Your chi has increased to level 21.Long
seconds later, I felt recovered enough to move again and pushed the corpse off me. The thing
was heavy, but eventually I freed my trapped legs, and rested my back against a nearby tree
trunk.Looking down, I took stock of myself. I hadn’t sustained any significant injuries, nothing
more than a few scratches. Despite the suddenness of the ambush, I had weathered the attack
surprisingly well.Still, I was covered in blood and gore, and I was sure I stank too. I wiped the filth
off my face, grimacing in distaste. Cleaning off was going to be a chore.“Bloody hell,” I muttered.
“I hate this forest already.”Chapter 90: HuntedDay One of Michael’s Pact with Erebus.I
cannibalized the priest’s robe I’d looted from Saben’s stash, cutting it into long pieces of cloth—I
had no other use for it—and used the strips to clean my gear and weapons. Then I saw to my
player progression and, after a moment’s thought, invested my new attribute point.Your Mind has
increased to rank 6.My Dexterity didn’t need to increase yet, and I had only one Mind ability slot
remaining. Given my growing dependence on my abilities in battle, I didn’t want to find myself
without enough available slots for crucial abilities in the future.After that, I took the time to rest
and recover my stamina. While I munched through my rations and sipped water from my flask, I
reviewed the encounter.I realized the woods had lulled me into a false sense of comfort. If
anything, the forest was more dangerous than the dungeon. Here, I could be ambushed at any
time and from any direction.Worse yet, my senses would not serve me as well as they had
underground. The abundance of life, the incessant noise, and the constant rustle of trees in the
forest, all worked to disguise the approach of any hostiles.I will have to be more vigilant here—
not less.I sighed and glanced up at the trunk against which I was resting. The lowest branch was
within grasp, with plenty more handholds further up. Rising to my feet, I deftly climbed into the
tree’s upper reaches. Even without ropes or climbing gear, it was easier than I
expected.Moderately secure, I closed my eyes and stilled my mind. It was perhaps slightly
foolhardy to block out my awareness of my surroundings so soon after being ambushed, but I
considered the risk of continuing the journey with insufficient psi even greater.A few minutes
later, I opened my eyes.Meditation completed. Your psi is now at 100%. Your meditation has
increased to level 32.With my psi fully restored, it was time to get moving again. I dropped down
lightly from the tree. My gaze fell to the dead creatures. I still didn’t know what they
were.Kneeling beside the first, I inspected it more closely. The beast’s torso was elongated, and
from stubbed nose to whiplike tail, it was covered in fine scales. Its head was flattened like a
snake’s, but its powerful hind legs, slitted eyes, and long raking claws were reminiscent of a big



cat.Prying open the creature’s mouth, I inspected the inside. There were only two fangs and a
forked tongue within.Weird, I thought.Letting the head fall back down, I probed the body with
basic analyze. The air around the corpse shimmered with strange symbols that my mind,
remarkably, had no trouble decoding.The target is a level 28 dead serline. Serlines are chimeras,
part serpent, part feline. Expertly camouflaged, silent and quick-moving, they are stealth
predators that are well-adapted to hunting down prey in woodland environments.Your insight has
increased to level 33.Cat-snake chimeras. My lips twisted. That explained their strange
appearance at least. More concerning, though, was the serline’s level. It was higher than my
own. Not since facing off the goblin goliath—which felt like ages ago—had I found myself under-
leveled during an encounter.I guess I’m not the scariest thing around anymore.I turned away
from the creature with an unhappy grimace. Nothing about this forest was putting me at ease.
Perhaps, it would have been—My thoughts broke off as the hairs on the back of my neck rose.
Danger, my mind screamed. I spun around, hands dropping to the blades at my sides.You have
detected a hidden entity!Standing still and poised, with its left foot raised and less than two
yards away, was a serline—a live one. Watching me with unblinking eyes, the creature slowly
lowered its leg back to the ground and crouched down on all fours.With my hands tightly
gripping my sword hilts, I froze.How long has it been there? And just how the hell did it manage
to creep so close undetected? We stared at each other for a drawn-out heartbeat, neither daring
to break our standoff.You have detected a hidden entity!Motion in the corner of my eye drew my
attention to the right. A second cat-snake was padding closer.You have detected a hidden entity!
More movement. This time on my other side. My heartbeat quickened. I turned my head minutely
to the left. A third serline was approaching from that direction. Urgh. How many are there?I itched
to draw my blades but stilled my hands, knowing the motion would likely impel the creatures to
act.Why haven’t they attacked yet?My gaze flitted to the two corpses. Perhaps their fellows’ fate
made the trio wary, but I suspected it was something else entirely. Sending psi rippling outwards,
I activated simple mindsight.Tendrils of my will flooded the space around me, revealing every
consciousness within ten yards. There were seven more minds, each resembling the three in my
sights, hidden in the underbrush and the trees above. Moment by moment, they inched closer.I
swallowed. It was as I had feared. I was surrounded. An entire pack of the creatures was closing
in on me. Closing my mindsight, I drew more psi and began a second casting. I wasn’t going to
win this encounter through a straight-up fight—time to create some confusion. Reaching out to
the closest serline, I superimposed my will over its own.A level 27 serline has failed a mental
resistance check! You have charmed your target for 10 seconds. Your telepathy has increased to
level 17.The charmed creature rose from its crouch. Tilting its head to the side, it waited on my
instruction. The predatory gaze of the other two serlines broke off from me to study their
packmate. Their tails flicked uncertainly as they sensed something amiss.“Attack,” I breathed
through the mental leash I held around the bewitched creature’s mind. Without hesitation, the
serline spun about and towards its closest fellow.The targeted creature snarled and swiped a
paw threateningly through the air. My minion paid the warning no heed. Pouncing forward, it sank



its fangs deep into its foe’s throat. I didn’t wait to observe the fight’s outcome. Swiveling around, I
raced away. The third serline pelted after me. I didn’t think I could outrun it, but I didn’t intend to.
At least not on the ground.I took three steps and risked a glance behind. The pursuing serline
was closing in fast. I turned around and covered another yard. Nearly there, I thought.I sensed
the creature behind me leap. I did too, launching myself upwards at the nearby tree while
weaving psi.You have successfully one-stepped.The serline’s jaws snapped shut, missing me by
a hairsbreadth. My right leg found solid footing in the air, and I vaulted higher, arms raised. With
outstretched fingers, I grasped an overhanging branch.The bough bent but held.Using the
momentum of my leap, I executed a backflip and landed neatly on the limb.From beneath, the
thwarted serline hissed in frustration. I smiled at the creature’s annoyance before turning my
attention upwards. I knew I hadn’t fully escaped the beast. The serline looked more than capable
of climbing the tree, but it would take time to reach me.Time I needed to deal with its packmate
hiding in the canopy above.My earlier casting of mindsight had revealed the other serline. I
swung upwards onto another branch, eyes warily scanning the foliage in which I suspected it
was hiding.A leaf quivered. My gaze flew to the area.You have detected a hidden entity!Got you,
I thought grimly and made my way closer. Below me, more serlines emerged from hiding. One
braver—or more foolish—than its packmates attempted to leap onto my tree from an adjacent
one.Midway through its flight, I could tell the beast would fall short. I smiled tightly. I’d selected
my refuge carefully, choosing an old oak tree set slightly apart from the rest. The creature
howled as it plummeted to the ground. Sadly, though, it suffered no injury. Saved by its feline
reflexes, the cat-snake somehow managed to land on its feet.Curbing my disappointment, I
banished the circling pack from my thoughts and gazed at my target—a half-seen shape
crouched on a branch three yards away. The serline hadn’t yet realized I was on to it. I drew
closer. Rising slowly to its feet, the cat-snake readied itself to strike.I kept advancing and drew
my swords.In a sudden explosion of motion, the beast leaped downwards and burst through the
foliage with its paws aimed at my torso. If I had been caught unawares, the attack would have
been fatal. As it was, I was perfectly poised to repel the attack.Twisting my torso, I ducked the
outthrust limbs and slashed at the creature as it rushed by. My blades bit deep, cleaving the
beast from forelegs to hindquarters.You have killed a serline.The corpse split, showering the
pack below with blood and innards. Perhaps that’ll teach them. I glanced down. Eight pairs of
slitted eyes stared upwards, indifferent to the gore that splattered their faces.Only eight, I noted.
My gaze flitted to another unmoving mound on the forest floor. It seemed my charmed minion
had died too. The serline pack had already lost four of their number. But despite their losses, the
group showed no sign of abandoning their hunt. So be it, I thought, my face hardening.“Who’s
next?” I taunted.~~~The serlines didn’t respond to my challenge. Instead, they circled the tree
housing me with predatory patience, seemingly content to wait me out.Bad choice, I thought. It
would’ve served the pack better to have rushed me immediately. Then perhaps they could’ve
overwhelmed me by numbers alone.As it was, the pack’s delay only gave me time to prepare.
Drawing on my psi again, I cast reaction buff. Energy coursed out from my mind and into my



body, strengthening and enhancing my muscles.Your Dexterity has increased by +2. Duration:
10 minutes.On the tree bough, I bounced lightly on my haunches. My reflexes had quickened,
and I felt marginally more agile. Not a lot, but every little bit counted.Casting my gaze over the
pack again, I analyzed each in turn and identified the one who appeared to be their leader. This
cat-snake was bigger and meaner looking than its fellows. At level thirty-one, it was of higher
level than the rest too.I smiled coldly, and, reaching out to my target, I cast simple charm.A
serline has passed a mental resistance check! You have failed to charm your target. Your mental
intrusion has gone undetected!The beast brushed aside the tendrils of psi I sent searching
towards it, albeit unknowingly. My smile tightened, but I was undeterred. I tried again.A serline
has failed a mental resistance check! You have charmed your target for 10 seconds.My mental
leash slipped onto the beast without resistance on the second attempt. “Attack,” I ordered,
directing my new minion towards its nearest packmate.The bewitched serline didn’t hesitate.
Leaping onto its fellow, it drove the smaller creature to the ground and raked its claws through
the startled cat-snake. With a pleased grin, I made myself more comfortable on my perch.Until
the pack wised up, there was nothing more for me to do but sit back and watch the fun.~~~It
took another three deaths before the serlines caught on. Clearly the beasts weren’t the
smartest.Now only five strong, the pack charged up the tree en masse, their long curved claws
piercing the rough bark with ease.I let them come.My psi pool was about half-empty, and rather
than spend what was left, I decided to keep it in reserve. I didn’t think I would have too much
trouble dealing with the rest of the pack.Slipping onto the tree trunk I waited on, the first serline
reached striking distance. Coiling back, it sprang towards me. My footing was sure on the tree
bough, and I deftly sidestepped the beast. Its attack stymied, the serline spun mid-air, claws
scrambling to regain its hold onto the branch.I wasn’t about to let it.Lunging forward with spider’s
bite, I slashed at the creature’s limbs while at the same time channeling stamina through the
blade.A serline has failed a physical resistance check! You have crippled your target’s foreleg for
3 seconds.Energy gushed out of the sword’s tip and into the beast. The creature’s leg went
abruptly slack, foiling its attempt to land back on the branch. With a startled hiss, the serline
plummeted to the ground.My eyes darted back to the remaining four members of the pack.
Another shape was sailing through the air towards me, with a second following quickly on its
heels. I ducked, and the first creature flew over.I wasn’t able to avoid the second so easily.Before
I could attempt another evasion, the beast crashed into me. Its weight flung me off the branch,
and realizing my peril, I threw myself backward, using the impetus of the collision to propel me
further. Twisting through the air, I grabbed onto a lower branch—dropping both my blades in the
process.“Too damn close,” I muttered as I pulled myself to safety. I glanced downwards. My
blades glinted in the grass. The two beasts that had fallen were next to them. One appeared
largely uninjured, and only a slight limp marred its steps. The other, though, was severely hurt
and crawled pitifully across the ground.Movement drew my eyes upwards. The other three
serlines were pacing on my former perch and eying me hungrily. I guess I underestimated the
pack, I thought sourly.In tandem, the three snake-cats leaped down at me. Not waiting to meet



them, I dropped onto a lower branch.Then down to another.I kept descending until finally, I
reached the lowest bough. Not pausing to consider my actions further, I flung myself off. Mid-
leap, I solidified the air under me.You have successfully one-stepped.One of my windmilling legs
found purchase, breaking what would otherwise have been a most unpleasant fall. I launched off
the foot and directly at the less injured serline.The creature flung its head up and snarled in
surprise. But caught off-guard by my sudden change of direction, it was too slow to dodge as I
landed on its back. Bones cracked beneath me, and with a mournful whine, the beast sank to
the ground.You have crippled a serline!I rolled off the beast and towards spider’s bite. In a single
motion, I grabbed its hilt and bounced to my feet.I spun around in time to see the other three
serlines land soft-footed behind me. I backstepped, ignoring the two downed creatures and my
other sword. It was too far to reach.The trio split to surround me in a half-circle. I set my stance
and waited. The beast in front leaped. I swayed out of the way, slapping a hand to its side in
passing.You have stunned your target for 1 second.The cat-snake on my left was airborne
already. Dropping into a kneeling position, I thrust upwards with spider’s bite and skewered it
through its soft underbelly.You have critically injured a serline!That, unfortunately, left the third
creature free to attack unopposed. Rushing in, the beast clamped its jaws down on my neck.
Twin fangs ripped through my flesh, and blood gushed out.I fell back, and the creature landed
atop me. Frantically, I slammed a hand against the serline, momentarily paralyzing it with
stunning slap. Feeling the beast go slack, I shoved it away and rolled free.I wasn’t given time to
recover. The first beast rushed at me again. Closing the distance, it leaped, and I staggered out
of the way—barely. Even reeling from the blood pumping out of my throat, I retained enough
presence of mind to strike at the creature and cast crippling blow.You have injured a serline.A
serline has failed a physical resistance check! You have crippled your target’s hind leg for 3
seconds.Webbed triggered! A serline has failed a physical resistance check! You have
immobilized your target for 1 second.I smiled grimly as both abilities triggered simultaneously.
The beast snarled in frustration as, for the second time in the encounter, it was disabled.
Landing two yards away, it hobbled back towards me on three legs. I stumbled backward and
searched for my other foes.Another beast was charging me.With little time to prepare, I reacted
instinctively. Taking a step to the side, I slapped my left hand on its torso as it sailed past.You
have stunned your target for 1 second.The cat-snake crashed to a halt a few feet away. I dived
forward with spider’s bite outthrust. My aim was perfect, and the blade sank deep into the
creature.You have killed a serline.Knowing I had little time, I rolled off the corpse and quickly un-
stoppered a healing potion, downing its contents without pause.The effect was
instantaneous.Soothing ripples of energy flowed through my body, stemming the bleeding in my
neck. I bounced back to my feet. The sole uninjured serline hobbled towards me, its hind leg still
disabled.I risked a quick glance at my foes. The other three serlines were out of the fight, moving
pitifully or critically injured. I smiled grimly. The skirmish was nearly over. I turned back to my foe.
The snake-cat leaped. Not bothering to dodge, I lunged forward.Blade and beast met.Sword
triumphed.The tip of my blade plunged into the creature’s mouth, through the back of its throat,



and out the rear of its skull.You have killed a serline.The creature crashed at my feet, yanking my
arm downwards. With a vicious grin, I withdrew my sword and turned to the injured pack
members.It was time to put them out of their misery.Chapter 91: Big Game HuntersDay One of
Michael’s Pact with Erebus.Not unexpectedly, after I killed the last serline, a slew of Game
messages opened in my mind. I scanned through them quickly.You have reached level 28!Your
shortswords has increased to level 40 and reached rank 4.Your two weapon fighting has
increased to level 35. Your light armor has increased to level 26. Your dodging has increased to
level 32.Your chi has increased to level 23. Your telekinesis has increased to level 16. Your
telepathy has increased to level 19.Warning! The enchantment on spider’s bite is running low
and must be recharged.“Wow,” I murmured, studying my gains. Four whole levels and a host of
skill advances.I took stock of myself. I was healthy and uninjured, but my stamina was low, and
my psi even lower. The enchantments on my sword needed attending to as well. I needed to rest
and recover. But I couldn’t do it here. I was sure the dead serlines would attract other predators,
ones I was not equipped to face right now.It’s time to get going.Bending down, I cleaned my
blades and sheathed them. Then reorienting myself, I headed deeper into the forest.For the time
being, I forsook further attempts at stealth. Jogging lightly, I traversed the woods as quickly as I
dared while keeping a lookout for more ambushes. Distances in the forest were much harder to
judge than in the tunnels underground. Still, when I staggered to a stop ten minutes later, I
estimated I’d covered about half a mile.Chest heaving, I studied the area. This patch of the forest
looked little different from any other. I was surrounded by tall trees and thick underbrush.
Anything could be lurking in the foliage, waiting to attack me. I shuddered. Damnable forest.I was
so tired I wanted nothing more than to sink down onto the ground and sleep, but I knew I couldn’t
do that. The forest floor was too vulnerable. I glanced upwards. Even with the risk of falling,
sleeping in the trees would be safer.Groaning at the thought of further exertions, I dragged
myself towards a large redwood tree and began climbing. This particular specimen was almost
three hundred feet tall, and I scaled nearly two-thirds of its height before I felt secure enough to
stop.Bracing my back against the central trunk, I straddled a stout bough and looked down. The
forest floor was almost invisible. Good enough, I decided.I squinted up at the sky. I had no idea
what time of day it was, but sunlight was still filtering down through the leaves. It was too early to
sleep, and I knew I should see to my player growth before resting, but I was too tired to
care.Taking the time only to tie myself to the bough with strands of cloth scavenged from the
priest’s robe, I closed my eyes and surrendered to the call of sleep.~~~“The tracks end here.”My
eyes snapped open. My thoughts were muddled, and for a moment, I wasn’t sure where I
was.An owl hooted in the distance.I’m in the forest, I remembered. I glanced upwards. Between
the swaying branches, I caught a glimpse of stars and a black sky. The night was well advanced
then. How long had I been asleep?“Are you sure?”I started in surprise. I was still disoriented and
had nearly forgotten about the voice below.Get it together, Michael, I admonished myself.
Shaking my head to clear it of the lingering strands of sleep, I peered downwards.Directly
beneath me was a half-giant and human. The human wore a green cloak and carried a longbow



across his back, while his companion was outfitted in sleeveless leather armor, revealing bulging
muscles.A large broadsword was strapped on the half-giant’s hips. Given his size, I wondered if
he wielded it one-handed.A scout and a fighter, I concluded. Both figures had their heads bent,
studying something on the ground.“Of course, I’m bloody sure,” the human said.The half-giant
scratched his head. “Then where is he?”The scout growled. “How in hells should I know? We
should’ve waited for morning.”“What? And let some other lucky sods claim the bounty?” The half-
giant snorted. “Fat chance.” He stroked his chin. “We should search the area,” he suggested.The
scout chuckled. “What good will that do?” His cloaked head swiveled left and right. “I can’t see a
bloody thing beyond a few feet. Can you?” He shook his head a moment later, seeming not to
expect an answer. “I told you we were wasting our time. This forest is too dark at night. I barely
managed to follow the trail this far.”“Let’s light some torches then,” the fighter said.“Are you
mad?” his companion hissed. “The flames will only destroy what little night vision we have, and
our quarry can see in the dark—or so the bounty notice claimed.” He paused. “Who knows,
perhaps the bastard is watching us even now.”That seemed to worry the fighter. In a sudden fit of
caution, he dropped a hand to the hilt of his blade and scanned the darkness.I frowned,
considering what I had overheard. It was obvious the pair were hunting me and, from the
mention of a bounty, it was clear why. But where had the two come from?I hadn’t recognized
either’s voice, so it was doubtful they’d followed me from the dungeon. I studied them again.A
haze formed around the two. They’re Marked, I realized, scanning their auras. Which makes
them players. Reaching out with my will, I analyzed the pair.The target is Henry, a level 22
human. He is a player and bears Marks of Minor Dark.The target is Knorl, a level 21 half-giant.
He is a player and bears a Mark of Lesser Dark.My frown deepened. Both players had a decent
number of levels. Given their relatively high ranks, I was certain they hadn’t come from the
dungeon but from somewhere else entirely. They didn’t have any Marks identifying them as
sworn followers of Erebus, though.Which means they aren’t bound by our non-aggression Pact.
My lips turned up. But neither are they protected by it. Moving carefully, I began untying the knots
attaching me to the tree bough.It was time to act.~~~It was only the work of moments to free
myself. Rising to my haunches, I checked my internal reserves. Both my psi and stamina had
recovered fully.I didn’t have time to ponder how to spend my new attribute points, but I didn’t
think it wise to leave them unspent before facing off against the two players. After a moment’s
consideration, I spread them evenly between my most important attributes.Your Dexterity has
increased to rank 14, your Mind to rank 7, and your Constitution to rank 7.I glanced down once
more. The pair had begun talking again, arguing about what to do next.I smiled. Ambushing the
two would be child’s play, but I decided against it. After all, this was a perfect occasion to gain
more information, and while attempting to do so would be risky, I didn’t know when I would have
a similar opportunity again. There was just one more preparation I needed to make.Removing
my secondary weapon and thief’s cloak, I unclipped my sword belt from around my waist and
retied it diagonally across my back so that the hilt of spider’s bite hung down and my slotted
potions rested on my chest, within easy reach. The sword was short enough that neither its tip



nor hilt stuck out. Reaching underhanded behind me, I tried drawing the blade. It came easily to
hand.Perfect.Sticking my second sword into the fighter’s sash still wrapped around my waist, I re-
equipped my thief’s cloak.You have successfully concealed the small weapon, spider’s bite.I
grinned. Now I was ready. Stepping forward into empty air, I dropped lithely to a lower branch.
Then another. All the while, the arguing pair remained oblivious of my approach.I cleared the last
stretch to the ground, landing without a sound and less than two yards behind the scout. Neither
reacted.I rose silently to my feet. The half-giant was staring in my direction but still failed to see
me.A hostile entity has failed to detect you! Your sneaking has increased to level 43.Huh. Guess
his night vision is even worse than I thought.“… should go back,” Henry was saying.“But we’re
already here,” Knorl protested. “What will it hurt to search around for a bit?”The scout shook his
head. “Too dangerous. What if—”I decided this had gone on long enough. It was time to
intervene. “Good evening, gentlemen.”Henry spun about, fumbling for the sheathed dagger at
his side. The half-giant reacted quicker, his massive sword almost seeming to leap to hand.So
he does wield it one-handed, I noted.Your hidden weapon has gone unnoticed!Your deception
has increased to level 10. Congratulations, Michael, your skill in deception has reached rank 1,
increasing your chance of misleading your foes.“Who are you?” the half-giant barked.“Who do
you think?” I said with an amused half-smile. “I’m the one you’re looking for.” The scout backed
away quickly, but the fighter only laughed in delight, appearing unconcerned.“Well now, isn’t that
handy,” Knorl said, “you appearing so conveniently and all. Surrender yourself without fuss, and
we may just take you back alive.”I folded my arms. “Surrender? Now, why would I do
that?”“Because there’s a bounty on your scalp, and we’re here to claim it,” the fighter said
cheerfully.“And there’s two of us and only one of you,” the scout chimed in.I chuckled and faded
back into the shadows.You are hidden once more.“Where’d he go?” Knorl shouted.“Quiet!”
Henry snapped. “I’m looking.”Either the scout’s Perception simply wasn’t high enough, or the
darkness was too thick for his sight to penetrate. Whatever the case, he failed to spot me as I
backed away and circled around the pair.Two hostile entities have failed to detect you!“He’s
gone!”“He can’t be,” the half-giant snarled. “Find him!”“As you can see,” I said, emerging out of
the shadows behind the fighter and continuing the conversation as if I had never left off,
“numbers mean little.”Knorl spun around to face me. His eyes wide, the half-giant brandished his
weapon and took a threatening step forward.I glanced indifferently at the fighter’s raised
broadsword and didn’t back away. “There could be a dozen of you, and it would make no
difference.” I held his gaze, my own hard. “I could’ve killed you before you even realized I was
there.”My words were an exaggeration, but only a slight one. Still, the half-giant took my point
and stopped advancing. Though from his harsh breathing and livid stare, he didn’t seem inclined
to back down further.The scout stepped up to his companion’s side. “What do you
want?”“Information,” I said succinctly.Henry’s eyes narrowed. “In exchange for?”I smiled coldly.
“Your lives.”Knorl growled and made to advance again, but the scout laid a restraining hand on
him. “You seem very sure of yourself,” he remarked.I only shrugged in response. “What will it
be?” The scout didn’t answer immediately. A second later, I realized why.You have passed a



perception resistance check! An analyze attempt by a hostile entity has failed. Your deception
has increased to level 11.“How’d you do that?” Henry asked, staring wide-eyed at me.I grinned
at his dumbfounded look. Already, my deception skill was coming in useful.“Do what?” Knorl
asked, perplexed.The scout waved aside his companion’s question. “What is your level?” he
asked, not taking his eyes off me.“High enough to kill you two without breaking a sweat,” I
lied.Henry scowled at my response, but he must have known I wouldn’t tell him. He glared at me
a moment longer before seeming to come to a decision and turning to the half-giant. “Light a
torch,” he ordered.“But I thought you said—”“Just do it!” Henry hissed.The fighter muttered under
his breath but complied with the scout’s orders.A moment later, a torch flared to life. I eyed the
flickering flames, thinking it was an unwise move on the part of the pair. If it came to it, the light
wouldn’t stop me from killing them, and it would only attract unwelcome attention from the
forest’s denizens. Still, if the torch made the pair comfortable and more inclined to talk, I wasn’t
about to object.“Ready to talk now?” I asked.Henry nodded grudgingly. “What do you want to
know?”“For starters, who are you two?”The scout frowned. “My name is—”I slashed my hand
downwards, cutting him off. “I know your names already. What I want to know is which faction
you belong to and who sent you.”“Ah,” he muttered. “We’re bounty hunters.” He paused.
“Apprentices only.”I nodded. That was consistent with what I’d overheard. “Who put you on my
trail?”“No one sent us,” Knorl growled. “We saw the bounty notice. One thousand gold for a mere
rank two player? We couldn’t believe it. And with us in the area already.” He snorted. “We didn’t
have to think long before deciding to run you down.”I rubbed at my chin while I tried to make
sense of his answer. “Where did you see the reward posted?”“On the bounty noticeboard, of
course,” the half-giant snapped.I frowned.“Most safe zones have one,” Henry added.My ears
perked up. “You’ve come from this sector’s safe zone?”He nodded.“Where is it?” I asked.The
scout gestured behind him. “That way. At the southern end of the valley, at the foot of the
mountain.”Now we were getting somewhere. “And where is the sector’s exit portal?”“Exit portal?”
Knorl asked, his brows crinkling. “What do you mean, exit portal? This isn’t a bloody dungeon.”
He squinted at me derisively. “What are you, a noob?”His companion chuckled, seeming to grow
more confident after my display of ignorance. “I think you’ve hit the nail on the head, Knorl.” He
shook his head. “I can’t believe it. Who pays one thousand gold for a noob?”I ignored their
amusement. “So there isn’t an exit portal?” I persisted.Henry shook his head, still smiling. “There
isn’t. Only dungeons have exit portals, boyo. In case you didn’t notice, there’s open sky above us.
We’re on the surface. There aren’t any ley lines for players to zip around between sectors.”My
eyes narrowed. I hadn’t understood everything he’d said, but rather than have them mock my
ignorance, I focused on the one key piece of information he’d provided. “Then there are no
portals on the surface?”Henry shook his head. “I didn’t say that. The Game doesn’t provide any,
sure. But there are other means of creating one.”I frowned. “But that’s the same—” I broke off,
realizing what he meant. “Players can create portals,” I stated.“Will you look at that, Knorl,” Henry
said. “The noob isn’t as dumb as he looks after all.”I rested my hand casually on the sword at my
hip. “You better put a pin on that sarcasm, friend, or I might just decide you’re being



uncooperative.”That wiped the amusement off his face.“Better,” I said softly. “Now, how do I leave
this sector?” This time, Henry didn’t smile, but I could see that he wanted to. “What’s so funny?” I
asked tersely. I was fast losing patience with him.“This sector is ringed on all sides by mountains
that are colder than hell,” the scout said, composing himself with admirable swiftness. Perhaps,
he’d sensed my irritation. “But that is not the worst of it. This is a closed sector, meaning nothing
lies on the other side of those peaks. The only way you’re getting out is through a portal.”My face
turned grim. “I see.” I didn’t know if I could believe the scout, but there wasn’t much point in
pursuing that matter further with him. “What do you know of the wolves in this valley?” I asked
instead.“Wolves?” Knorl said. “There are no wolves in this sector.” He spat. “Beasts and
monsters of every other kind, that there are aplenty. Goblins even, but no wolves.”I opened my
mouth to question him on this curious tidbit of information, but before I could, a long-drawn-out
howl cut through the forest.My gaze flew to the right.An immense creature stood there. A four-
footed beast—built like a rhino and armored twice as heavily in scarred black plates—had
appeared out of the foliage some twenty yards away. The single horn protruding from its snout
was razor-sharp, and its uniform black eyes glinted with hate.Lowering its head, the beast
snorted and pawed at the ground.“What in blazes is that?” Knorl whispered.“A rhomodillo,” the
scout answered, licking his lips nervously.I probed the creature with basic analyze and saw that
he was right.The target is a level 51 rhomodillo. Rhomodillos are lumbering behemoths, armored
so heavily that even dragons struggle to pierce their hides and strong enough that they can
uproot young trees. But despite their physical prowess, Rhomodillos are not the most cunning of
predators. Easily enraged, they will keep fighting even when a smarter beast would flee.My lips
turned down. Right, I don’t want to tangle with that. I backed away carefully. My movement drew
Henry’s gaze.“Help us,” he begged. The scout’s face was pale and sweat beaded on his upper
lip.I paused. “Help you?” I asked, looking at him in surprise. “Now, why would I do that?”He
stared at me blankly for a moment. “You promised us our lives!” he squeaked.The rhomodillo
tossed its head and snorted again, not liking the sound of our voices.“I did,” I agreed. “And I’ll
keep my word too. I won’t take your lives.” I glanced at the beast. It was edging forward. It will
charge soon, I thought. “Make no mistake, you two are my enemies. I shan’t kill you, but I won’t
help you either.” I gestured to the approaching monster. “Especially not against that.”“Let the
bastard flee, Henry,” the half-giant growled. “We’ll take care of this monster on our own.” Without
waiting for his companion’s response, he spun around and charged the beast with a wild
yell.Shaking my head at his folly, I withdrew into the shadows and left the pair to their
fate.Chapter 92: In the Grip of DeliriumDay One. Night.I didn’t wait to see what became of the
two bounty hunters. I suspected that they wouldn’t last long against the rhomodillo, and I didn’t
want to be around when the beast searched for a new target for its ire.Journeying deeper into
the forest, I adjusted my course to a more southerly one. If I didn’t find the wolves, I intended to
head for the sector’s safe zone and see what could be learned from its inhabitants.To my
surprise, I found navigating the forest at night easier. Much of the wildlife was asleep—or in
hiding. The darkness was a boon, too, making it easier for me to slip into and out of the



shadows.Perhaps I should keep to my new sleep patterns.Napping during the day and traveling
by night had a certain appeal. I chuckled in wry amusement. And, of course, it was the wolf thing
to do.As I walked, I reflected further on the two players’ words. I was unsurprised to discover I
was being hunted, though I’d hoped to have a bit more time before the chase began in earnest.
But it seemed I could not count on such a luxury. I would have to remain on guard at all times,
both in the wilds and amongst my fellow players.I glanced behind me and spotted the deep
indentations left by my boots in the forest’s loamy soil. I could claim no skill in tracking, but even I
would have no trouble following my trail.Time to do something about that.Vaulting upwards, I
leaped into the lower branches of a nearby oak and kept climbing until I was nearly thirty feet
above the ground. The trees of this forest were ancient, and their boughs appeared sturdy and
stout. More importantly, the branches overlapped closely enough that traveling by treetop would
be no great hardship, especially not for one with my high Dexterity.Lithely balanced, I stepped
from branch to branch and traversed the oak from one side to the other. Reaching the end, I
jumped to the next tree—a redwood—and began my journey anew. I looked back and grinned at
the lack of a visible trail left in my wake.I’d like to see anyone track me now.Traveling by treetop
was slower but more secure, and with practice, I would only get faster. Smiling in satisfaction, I
continued my journey south.~~~The next few hours passed pleasantly enough, and ever so
gradually, I found myself becoming more attuned to my new environment.The forest was alive in
a way the dungeon had not been, and while it took some getting used to, I began to believe that
eventually, I would become accustomed to its noisy depths.Nearly four hours into my journey,
just as I was contemplating resting, a splash of red on the forest floor drew my attention.It was
blood. Lots of blood.I slowed to a halt and dropped down to a lower branch for a closer look. At
an errant waft of air, I wrinkled my nose. The clearing below stank of death. Holding my nostrils
closed against the cloying smell of decay, I peered cautiously through the foliage.A forest glade,
some thirty yards in diameter, was below me. Nothing larger than an insect moved within it. From
one end to the other, the clearing was littered with corpses, each fully obscured by the
thousands of buzzing flies covering them.My stomach heaved at the sight. Doing my best to
ignore the sensation, I ran my gaze over the area again, searching for any hint of threat.Finding
nothing, I opened my mindsight and sent psi rippling outwards. Tendrils of my will flooded the
space around me.Once more, I uncovered no threat.In fact, there were no minds within ten yards
of me. That in itself told me something. Whatever had happened in the glade, it had caused even
the smallest of the forest’s denizens to flee. Still, the forest floor looked safe to explore, and I
dropped down.The air turned black as the feeding flies swarmed upwards. Closing my eyes, I
shielded my face while I waited for the air to clear. When the flies’ buzzing subsided, I opened
my eyes again.And found myself staring at a dead goblin.Lifting my head, I took in the rest of the
clearing. Every corpse within sight was uniformly green-skinned with sharpened teeth and black
Talons. My brows drew down. What happened here?Padding softly around the glade, I paused
every so often to inspect more of the bodies. Eventually, I returned to my starting point, sure now
that my initial conclusion was correct.They’re all goblins.There were a few dozen bodies in the



clearing. A sizable force. Most of the corpses were five feet tall—the same size as the warriors I’d
encountered in the dungeon. Some, though, were larger. Kneeling beside one such figure in the
glade’s center, I analyzed it.The target is a level 25 dead goblin guerilla. Guerillas are a subset of
the goblin warrior caste and, over time, have evolved to operate in the wildest and most remote
regions of the Forever Kingdom. Nimble and quick, they make ideal scouts and, in a pinch, can
also serve as light infantry troops.Your insight has increased to level 34.I pursed my lips. The
goblin was a new type of foe and one higher-leveled than its fellows in the dungeon. As a rank
two creature, a goblin guerilla would not prove much of a challenge, at least not on its own. In
numbers, though…I shook my head. There was no reason to fear running into more of the
creatures. And besides, these are all dead. Which brought me to my next question: what had
killed the goblins?I inspected the corpse in front of me once more. There was only a single
wound on its body, a jagged hole torn through its throat. I brushed my fingers over the spot and
found the end of a broken-off shaft buried beneath the congealed blood. Frowning, I turned the
body over. On the other side, the tip of an arrow poked through. Grasping the projectile from
behind the arrowhead, I pulled it free and turned it over in my hands.It was a goblin arrow.I rose
to my feet, a suspicion forming in my mind as I studied the clearing anew. Both the manner in
which the goblins had fallen and the nature of their wounds suggested that I wasn’t looking at a
single goblin force but two.The goblins had killed each other.Studying the corpses’ attire more
closely, I saw that most bore an insignia of sorts. There were two sets of symbols. One was a
crudely drawn four-footed rodent... a rat, perhaps? The other was a snarling face.That decides it.
There are two tribes in the valley. I thought back to my encounter with the goblins in the dungeon.
Their chief had named their tribe the Fangtooths. Neither symbol in front of me resembled a fang
or tooth. Maybe there are three tribes.I sighed. It seemed as if I had enemies aplenty in the
sector. And as yet, my allies were nowhere to be found.What do I do if—I broke off as all the
remaining flies in the glade rose abruptly into the air. What—? I spun around, sensing a
menacing presence at my back.You have detected a hidden entity!An angry hiss erupted from
the creature concealed in the foliage. Another serline pack? I wondered. A shape emerged,
revealing green scales, powerful Taloned feet, an elongated snout, and tightly furled wings.I
gulped and stepped back, my heart suddenly racing. I didn’t know what the creature was, but it
looked unsettlingly like a dragon.God damnit! What is it with this forest? Can’t I catch a break?
~~~Hands wrapped around the hilts of my swords, I watched my foe.It observed me as
carefully.I would’ve spun around and turned tail as soon as I suspected the creature’s nature, but
after observing its graceful entrance into the clearing, I knew I stood no chance of outrunning the
beast.Better to die fighting.Backstepping warily, I analyzed my foe.The target is a level 44 green
wyvern hatchling. Wyverns are the lesser cousins of dragons. Unlike those titans of dragonkin,
wyverns do not possess great intellect, wisdom, or magical abilities. Nonetheless, like all
dragonkin, they are highly evolved physical specimens.Green wyverns are well-suited to their
forest homes and are usually the apex predator in any territory they occupy. Over time, their fire
breathing abilities have atrophied, but in their place, they have developed other equally powerful



abilities.Hatchlings are the youngest and weakest within any particular dragonkin species.That’s
a hatchling? I thought disbelievingly. The beast stood a good two feet taller than me, and from
nose to whiplike tail, it had to be twice that length. If this was a baby, how big would a full-grown
wyvern be? It didn’t bear thinking upon.Look on the bright side, Michael. At least it’s not a
dragon.I snorted, disgusted by my own black humor.At the sound, the hatchling paused in its
languid advance. Tilting its head to the side, it studied me curiously.“Bad joke,” I murmured by
way of response while enhancing my reflexes with minor reaction buff.The hatchling slipped
forward again, its movements smooth and sinuous. It looked like it was waiting for me to make
the first move.Preparing to do just that, I backed away once more and drew on my psi. The
wyvern was about six yards into the glade now, and less than twenty yards separated us. While
the creature’s movements appeared unhurried, it was surely but slowly closing the distance to
me.It’s now, or never, I thought. Bracing myself, I sent tendrils of psi into the beast’s mind and
attempted to leash it to my will.Green wyverns are immune to all forms of mental assaults! You
have failed to charm your target. Your mental intrusion has been detected!My mouth dropped
open in shock. Immune to all mental assaults? Bloody hell.The hatchling zipped three steps
forward and hissed at me, making its displeasure evident.“Don’t worry,” I muttered sourly. “I won’t
try that again.” I retreated once more but didn’t draw my blades. There was still a chance—a slim
one admittedly—that the wyvern wouldn’t attack.I reached the end of the glade. As if that was
the signal it had been waiting for, the hatchling charged forward, jaws opening.I reacted instantly
and dived to my left. The beast rushed by, its teeth snapping at me in passing. But I’d moved too
fast, and its jaws closed only on empty air.I rolled back to my feet and drew both my blades.
Backing into the glade, I watched the hatchling spin around. Without any of my psi abilities, I was
at a severe disadvantage.But I still have one-step and stealth.Experimentally, I tried fading into
the shadows.You have failed to conceal yourself from your foe.I grunted unhappily. I’d expected
as much. It seemed this skirmish was destined to be a straight-up fight. The wyvern snaked
forward again.I can beat this thing, I told myself. Its rank was the same as the goblin chieftain I’d
defeated, and I had advanced significantly since that fight.I stopped retreating.Poised on the
balls of my feet and with my weapons raised, I waited. The hatchling blurred through the air
towards me. I sidestepped and thrust out my swords, casting crippling blow.The sharpened tips
of my blades bit into the creature’s green scales, scoring twin lines across its left wing but failing
to do aught else.Green wyverns are immune to all forms of physical disabling abilities! You have
failed to cripple your target.I sighed. Somehow, the Game message came as no surprise.Blood
spurted, and the beast’s hissing transformed into a snarl of rage. I smiled grimly. I’d hurt it, if only
superficially. While my blades had pierced the wyvern’s armored hide, they had not penetrated
as deep as I’d hoped. Spinning about, the hatchling leaped at me again.I rolled out of the way.
The beast pursued, not letting up on its attacks. I bounced back to my feet in time to see the
creature’s jaws darting towards my exposed throat.There was no time to dodge. I flung out my
left blade to block the blow. But the hatchling was too strong. Its snout brushed aside my sword,
and the course of its attack altered only minimally.Iron jaws clamped down on my shoulder, but



not my neck—I had managed to shift its attack that much at least. My leather armor was no
match for the beast’s razor-sharp teeth, and they dug deep into me.Skin was torn, and muscles
were ripped apart.I shrieked. I couldn’t help myself; the pain was excruciating.You have failed a
physical resistance check! A green wyvern hatchling has infected you with an unknown toxin.
Your health is degenerating by 1% per second.Ignoring the oily sensation of the toxin dispersing
into my body, I gritted my teeth and tried to wrench my shoulder free, but the hatchling refused to
let go. Instead, it clamped down further with its jaws.Flesh was mangled, and bone was
crushed.My mind went numb with pain, and I felt myself fading. No, I protested, clinging
desperately to consciousness.You have failed a physical resistance check! Your left shoulder is
crippled. You are bleeding. Ongoing damage sustained. Your health is at 60% and dropping.I
attempted tugging free again, but my movements had grown lackluster. I was weakening quickly
from the toxin, blood loss, and the white-hot agony that was my left side.It was hard to think, but
with grim determination, I clawed free of the pain. The wyvern wasn’t going to let go, not unless I
forced it to. I have to make it let go. That single thought burned through the fog of agony.Raising
spider’s bite, I thrust it forward. Scales parted, and the blade dug deep into the wyvern’s
exposed throat.You have critically injured a wyvern hatchling!It was not a fatal strike, but it was
enough to cause the hatchling to flinch. Whining in pain, the beast released its hold on my
shoulder and retreated to the far end of the glade.It did not, alas, flee altogether.Winding its
body tightly about itself, the wyvern crooned softly while its tongue licked at the gaping wound in
its neck.I had little more attention to spare the beast, though. My left hand was useless and hung
loosely. Falling to my knees, I dropped spider’s bite and fumbled for a healing potion. One-
handed, I unstoppered the flask and down its contents.You have restored yourself with a full
healing potion. Your health is now at 100%.Near-instantaneously, the bones in my left arm
mended themselves. I gasped in relief and bent down to pick up my dropped swords.And nearly
toppled over.I thrust out my arms, managing to halt my fall in time. My legs were trembling, and I
was suddenly lightheaded.What in the world?I hung my head, trying to regain control of my
shaking limbs. Another Game message dropped into my mind.An unknown toxin has spread.
Your health degeneration rate has increased to 2% per second.My eyes rounded in shock.I was
still poisoned. Whatever was in the wyvern’s venom, not even a full healing potion could counter
it. Would the toxin keep spreading? I had no idea. All I knew was that I had to kill the beast. And I
had to do it while not getting bitten again.My dizziness subsided, and I flung up my head to find
the hatchling. It was still crooning to itself, ignoring me altogether. I staggered to my feet. About
to charge the beast, I paused as I noticed something else.The wound in its neck was closing.
The wyvern was healing!A venomous bite and regeneration, I thought bitterly. Can this fight get
any more unfair?Stop whining, Michael, I chided myself.I ran forward. I wasn’t about to give up,
no matter how forgone the battle’s conclusion seemed. While I lived, there was hope yet. The
wyvern sensed my approach before I reached striking distance. Uncoiling itself with startling
speed, it hurtled forward.I was prepared, though.Casting one-step, I catapulted myself over its
reaching jaws and dived forward with both swords outstretched.I landed hard on the creature’s



back, and the air rushed out of me. The wyvern jerked to a halt, startled by my weight on its
torso. Before the beast could spin about, I thrust downwards with both my swords, burying
spider’s bite in the hatchling’s right hind leg, then my second blade in its left one.You have
crippled your target’s right hind leg.You have crippled your target’s left hind leg.It was the
wyvern’s turn to shriek. Shuddering in agony, the beast whipped its head downwards to nip at
me. I rolled away, leaving both my blades buried hilt-deep in the creature’s haunches.Let’s see
how well it heals now, with cold steel sunk into its body.The wyvern darted forward again, trying
to reach my fleeing form, but hampered by the blades in its rear, it was too slow.Three yards
away from the injured beast, I rose to my feet, a crooked smile on my face. I was weaponless but
considerably cheered. The hatchling was dying, if slowly, from the wounds to its hindquarters.I
only need to—I staggered, overcome by another wave of dizziness.An unknown toxin has
spread. Your health degeneration rate has increased to 3% per second.This time, I lost control of
my limbs entirely. Quivering violently, I fell to the ground in a helpless heap.The wyvern,
meanwhile, was dragging itself closer.No! No! No!This time my shaking took longer to subside,
and the beast was nearly upon me before I recovered. Delaying only to down another healing
potion, I rolled away from the hatchling.Its head dipped down, narrowly missing me.I kept rolling,
but only a few seconds later, I started convulsing again.An unknown toxin has spread. Your
health degeneration rate has increased to 4% per second.“Damnit!” I growled. “W-why won’t
thish t-t-toxin sstop!” My voice had begun slurring, and even my thoughts were growing
incoherent.The hatchling advanced on me again.“Nooo!” I snarled. I won’t die like this. I won’t. I
refuse to!Rage suffused me. My mind grew dark, and my vision turned red. I glared at the
hatchling with hate-filled eyes. Conscious thought fled entirely. And from somewhere deep within
me, something rose up. Unbidden, a howl tore itself free from my throat.Startled, the hatchling
froze.I howled again, a deep unending sound that gave vent to my fear and fury, to my rage and
frustration.It was a clarion cry for help.A call to war.And from somewhere in the forest, a wolf
howled.Then another.A voice spoke in my mind. “Hold on, brother. We come.”It was Oursk. I
sensed Aira join him in my mind and add her voice to his. But it had all grown too much. I
couldn’t hold on anymore, not to conscious thought, and perhaps not to life either.“Thank you,” I
breathed before finally succumbing to darkness.Chapter 93: The Law of the PackDay
Two.“MICHAEL!”The shout reverberated in my mind, reaching me even in the depths of
oblivion.“MICHAEL!”The cry came again. Loud. Insistent. My mind was helpless to resist its call,
and I was unceremoniously yanked out of the sea of unconsciousness into which I’d sunk.I
surfaced back into awareness.Who… is… that?Thinking was hard. Pain riddled my every
thought, and I wanted nothing more than to return to the comforting embrace of darkness. But
something held me to consciousness. Some instinct warned me that letting the reins of myself
slip again was dangerous.“MICHAEL!”It was Aira. This time I noticed the strained note in her
voice. Images of the last moments flashed through my mind. I was in the glade.Dying.“Aira…?” I
tried to open my eyes and thought I had managed it, but I still couldn’t see for some
reason.“Michael,” the dire wolf replied, her relief palpable. “Drink a potion.”My thoughts flowed



about as fast as molasses dripped, and I struggled to make sense of Aira’s words. Why did I
need to drink a potion? There was something I knew I should remember, something
important.My foe. “Where… wyvern?”“Forget the dragonkin,” Aira said. “It has been dealt with.
You must heal yourself. Sulan has slowed the toxin’s spread, but she has not the strength to
defeat it entirely. You are still dying.”The wyvern was dead. That was good. But who was Aira
talking about? “Sulan?”Another voice barged into my mind. Vast. Annoyed. “Ignorant whelp,” she
snapped. “Focus on the here and now. The rest is immaterial. Do as Aira commands, pup, or I
will cease my efforts on your behalf.”That was Sulan, I guessed. She was right too. My questions
could wait for later. I brought up one hand slowly, blindly feeling for the potion belt strapped
across my chest.“Further to your right,” Aira said helpfully.My fingers clasped a flask. With some
difficulty, I unstoppered it, but even that small task drained me, and I wasn’t sure if I had the
energy to bring it to my mouth.Jaws—Aira’s, I sensed—clamped down on my hand and gently
guided the flask to my lips. “Thank you,” I murmured as the potion’s contents slipped down my
throat.New strength flooded me. My thoughts quickened, and the haze around my mind
dissipated.You have restored yourself with a moderate healing potion. You are no longer blind.
You are no longer dazed. Your health is at 35%.“Well done, pup,” Sulan said.My eyes cleared
slowly. I blinked, bringing the blurred shapes around me into focus. I was still in the glade and
lying on my back. Light streamed down from the trees above. It was morning.I turned my head to
the right and saw a wolf sitting on her haunches. Aira. I met the dire wolf’s eyes and nodded in
greeting.Turning the other way, I saw a second dire wolf on my other side. She was the same
size as Aira, about four feet tall, but where Aira’s coat was pitch black, hers was snow white. She
was older too. Despite the startling color of her fur, it did not hide the gray around her
muzzle.“Sulan?” I queried.The wolf’s mouth dropped open, revealing yellowing teeth. “Well met,
wolfkin.”Her greeting had a ring of formality to it. I attempted to respond in kind. “You have my
thanks, lady.”Sulan snorted. “I’m no human lady, pup. You can address me as pack elder.”I
inclined my head in acknowledgment. Planting my elbows on the ground, I tried to get up, but my
body failed me. My limbs were as weak as a day-old babe’s. I fell back down, chest
heaving.“Don’t try to move,” Aira said. “The toxin has not released its hold on you yet.”I glanced
at her in surprise. “It’s still in me?”“I could not purge it entirely,” Sulan answered. “The venom was
too strong. It was all I could do to slow it down. I will continue to keep the toxin at bay, but it is up
to you to keep up your strength.”I nodded.“Drink another potion,” the elder ordered.I did as she
bade, then turned my attention inwards, querying the Adjudicator on my status.Your health has
increased to 60%. Current Debuffs: You are infected by an unknown toxin. Current Buffs: Sulan
has cast helping hand upon you, halting the toxin’s spread by absorbing a portion of its
damage.Startled by the Game’s response, my eyes flew back to the white wolf. Now that I looked
closer, I noticed a minute trembling in her limbs. “Stop,” I protested. “It’s killing you. Let me fight
the venom off on my own.”Sulan snorted again. “You would only fail. Besides, it is my duty, pup.
The old must look after the young—even the foolish young. It is the way of the pack.”Despite her
words, there was a gleam in the ancient wolf’s eyes. My words had pleased her, I thought. “So,



what do we do now?”“We wait for the toxin to run its course,” Aira said. “Sooner or later, your
body will flush out the venom.”I closed my eyes. It was not good news, but it was a damn sight
better than being dead. Raising my head, I surveyed the glade and frowned. My foe’s corpse
was nowhere to be seen. “Where is the wyvern?”“It fled at our approach,” Sulan said. “A
hatchling is no match for the full might of the pack. Duggar and the rest of our warriors are
chasing it down even now.”If I had the energy, I would have howled in frustration. How was the
damn wyvern still not dead? Biting back my disappointment, I asked instead, “Who is
Duggar?”“The pack’s leader,” Aira answered.“Ah,” I said, wondering where Oursk was.Before I
could question the pair further, Sulan growled. “That’s enough questions for now. Rest,” she
ordered, “before you undo all our hard work.”Well aware of the damage the elder wolf was
sustaining on my behalf, I didn’t argue. Letting my head fall back into the grass, I closed my eyes
and entrusted myself to the dire wolves’ care.~~~It was only a little later that my slumber was
disturbed by a slew of Game messages.A green wyvern hatchling has died.You have reached
level 30!Congratulations, Michael! You are now a rank 3 player. For achieving rank 3, you have
been awarded 1 additional attribute point.You are no longer infected by an unknown toxin.My
lips curved upwards. The wyvern was finally dead, and its horrifying toxin was defeated. Even
better, I’d gained from the kill despite not striking the final blow myself. Keeping my eyes closed, I
spent my attribute points and reviewed my player growth.Your Dexterity has increased to rank
15, your Mind to rank 8, and your Constitution to rank 8.Player Profile: MichaelLevel: 30. Rank: 3.
Current Health: 100%.Stamina: 100%. Mana: 100%. Psi: 100%.Species: Human. Lives
Remaining: 3.Marks: Wolf-brethren, Lesser Shadow, Lesser Light, Lesser
Dark.AttributesAvailable: 0 points.Strength: 2. Constitution: 8. Dexterity: 15. Perception: 8. Mind:
8. Magic: 0. Faith: 0.ClassesAvailable: 1 point.Primary-Secondary Bi-blend: Mindstalker.Tertiary
Class: None.TraitsPsi wolf heritage: +2 Dexterity, +2 Strength, +4 Mind.Beast tongue: can speak
to beastkin.Marked: can see spirit signatures.Nocturnal: perfect night vision.SkillsAvailable skill
slots: 0.Dodging (current: 33. max: 150. Dexterity, basic).Sneaking (current: 43. max: 150.
Dexterity, basic).Shortswords (current: 41. max: 150. Dexterity, basic).Two weapon fighting
(current: 36. max: 150. Dexterity, advanced).Light armor (current: 28. max: 80. Constitution,
basic).Thieving (current: 1. max: 150. Dexterity, basic).Chi (current: 23. max: 80. Mind,
advanced).Meditation (current: 32. max: 80. Mind, basic).Telekinesis (current: 20. max: 80. Mind, 
advanced).Telepathy (current: 19. max: 80. Mind, advanced).Insight (current: 34. max: 80.
Perception, basic).Deception (current: 11. max: 80. Perception, master).AbilitiesCrippling blow
(Dexterity, basic).Simple charm (Mind, basic).Stunning slap (Mind, basic).Basic analyze
(Perception, basic).Minor backstab (Dexterity, basic).One-step (Mind, basic).Lesser trap detect
(Perception, basic).Basic trap disarm (Dexterity, basic).Simple lockpicking (Dexterity,
basic).Conceal small weapon (Perception, basic).Minor reaction buff (Mind, basic).Simple
mindsight (Class, basic).Known Key PointsSector 14,913 exit portal and safe
zone.Equippedcommon thief’s cloak (+3 sneaking).spider’s bite shortsword (+15% damage,
webbed), concealed.shortsword,+1 (+15% damage, +10 shortswords), in fighter’s



sash.common fighter’s sash (+3 shortswords).enchanted leather armor set (+20% damage
reduction, -4 Dexterity).slotted-potion belt (3 minor heal, 2 moderate heal, 1 full heal, 4
empty).Backpack Contents26 x field rations.2 x flask of water.2 x iron daggers.1 x bedroll.2 x
moderate healing potions.1 x coin pouch.1 x keyring.1 x basic fire-starting kit.1 x Catalog of
Skills and Abilities.1 x blood siphon master Class stone.Woolen rags.Bank ContentsMoney: 46
gold, 4 silvers, and 9 coppers.2 x full healing potions.2 x basic steel shortswords.I’d gained two
more levels, and my skills had advanced again. As dangerous as the valley was, it was proving
an excellent training ground. Perhaps this forest isn’t so bad after all, I thought. Especially if I
have allies to call on for aid. Sensing a presence by my side, I opened my eyes.Aira and Sulan
were gone.In their place was the largest dire wolf I had yet seen. Sitting on his haunches, the
black-furred beast topped my own height. Standing, he would tower over even Oursk. This has
to be Duggar. “Greetings, pack leader,” I said pleasantly.There was no response.Still and
unmoving, the large dire wolf stared down at me. His winter gray eyes were cold and
unwelcoming, and even though he made no threatening gesture, the beast exuded an air of
menace.I felt myself tense in response. If I had hackles, they would’ve been standing on their
ends. There is danger here. Had I done something to offend the wolf? My eyes darted to the left
and right, searching for Aira or even Sulan. Only now did it occur to me to wonder why they had
left.My gaze returned to the silent beast. I rose warily to my feet. If there was going to be a
confrontation, I didn’t want to face it lying down. The pack leader tracked my movements, his
gaze disdainful.“You have endangered my pack.”The words lanced into my mind, each a sharp
spike of pain resonant with anger.I winced and rubbed my temples. “It was not my intent,” I said
aloud.“Intent matters little. Only actions count.”I couldn’t argue with that, and I didn’t try. “I beg
the pack’s forgiveness.”Duggar studied me for a moment longer before rising to his feet and
turning away. “You will leave now and never return.”My heart sank. However I’d imagined this
meeting going, it was not like this. Still, I couldn’t let the pack leader just walk away. I needed the
wolves’ aid. More desperately than I was willing to admit. “Wait! Please.”Pausing, Duggar looked
over his shoulder to stare at me.“I need your help.”“I have already risked my kin once to aid you. I
will not do so again. The hatchling’s mother will hunt us now. Many will die.”I licked my lips,
suddenly realizing the significance of Duggar’s earlier words. Given the difficulty I’d had battling
the hatchling, the damage a full-grown wyvern could do didn’t bear thinking upon. The pack had
sacrificed more than I suspected on my behalf. It was a debt I had to repay, I realized. “I will help
against the wyvern mother.”“You?” Duggar snorted in disdain. “You are barely more than a pup.
You will not survive long against the dragonkin.”“Nonetheless,” I insisted stubbornly, “I will honor
the debt I owe.”The dire wolf turned about fully and sat down on his haunches again. Tilting his
head to the side, he studied me. “You are a strange one, human. Tell me, how did you come to
bear our Mark?”“I freed Aira, Oursk, and their pups.” I waved my arms, gesturing to the sky
above. “The Adjudicator granted me a Wolf Mark by way of reward.”“Oursk told me of that,”
Duggar said. “Yet it could not have been that alone.” Raising his snout, the pack leader sniffed
the air delicately. “There is a scent of something familiar about you,” he allowed. “Something that



smells of Wolf.”The emphasis Duggar placed on ‘Wolf’ was unmistakable. He knew something
about my Mark. I bobbed my head in response, trying not to let my excitement show. “It’s why I
sought out your pack. I need your help finding out more about the Wolf and how I can travel
further down his path.”Duggar didn’t say anything for a moment, but I sensed that something
about my words troubled him deeply. “Were your earlier words true?” he asked finally. “Or were
they little more than human platitudes?”I frowned. “Which words?”“That you will repay your debt
to the pack.”“Of course. I will help defend the pack when the wyvern mother—”“No,” Duggar said,
cutting me off. “I told you we do not need your help with the dragonkin. We will deal with her on
our own. But there is another matter you can help us with.”“Go on.”“There are goblins camped in
the eastern reaches of the valley. The creatures hunt us for our fur and meat.” Duggar bared his
teeth, displaying his anger. “They have already slain many of my brethren. Find them and put a
stop to their vile practices. Will you do this?”I glanced at the goblin corpses strewn across the
glade. “Goblins like these?”“No. The Howlers and Red Rats are consumed by their own conflict.
They have no attention to spare for the pack. It is the Long Fangs that plague us.”I scratched my
chin. So, my assumption had not been misplaced. There were three goblin tribes in the valley.
“Don’t you mean Fangtooths?”“Fangtooths? There is no such—” Duggar broke off and let his
tongue hang out in what looked suspiciously like a lupine version of a laugh. “Ah, you mean
those pitiful exiles who captured young Oursk and Aira. They were no true tribe, human,” he said
with undisguised amusement. “You will see.”I didn’t like the sound of that. Still, I was not about to
refuse the pack leader’s request. “I will do as you ask.”“Good,” Duggar said. “Individually, the
Long Fangs are no match for the wyvern, yet collectively they represent a much bigger threat—”
his gray eyes pierced me—“and one you are more qualified to contend with than the pack. Deal
with the goblins, and you will earn my gratitude.”I nodded firmly. Duggar’s words left me in no
doubt that taking care of the wolves’ goblin problem was the price I’d have to pay to gain the
information I wanted. Yet, it was a task I would gladly undertake if only to fulfill my obligation to
the pack. At my acceptance, a Game message pinged for attention.On behalf of Wolf, the
Adjudicator has allocated you a new task: Aid the Pack! Help the dire wolves in sector 12,560.
Objective: Stop the Long Fangs from hunting the dire wolves.I stared at the alert in surprise. ‘On
behalf of Wolf?’ That implies—“Goodbye, human.” Duggar rose to his feet and swung away.I
pulled my gaze away from the Adjudicator’s message and turned back towards the retreating
wolf. “Wait! How will I find you?”I sensed more amusement coursing through the pack leader.
“Never fear. We will find you.”Chapter 94: The Green TriangleDay Two. Midday.I didn’t leave the
clearing immediately.I spent a few minutes taking stock of myself and my supplies. My potion
belt was half-empty, and I refilled it. I grimaced when I realized I only had eight potions left, just
one of which was a full healing potion. Thankfully, Sulan had restored me to full health, so I didn’t
need to drink another just yet, but at the rate I was consuming potions, I would quickly run out.I
will need to find another source of healing soon.Next, I drew spider’s bite from the concealed
scabbard across my back and, drawing on my mana, restored the sword’s enchantments. Only
then did I glance up at the sky through the trees. It was midday, I judged.Time enough to travel



further today.I had two possible destinations. East to find the Long Fangs. Or south towards the
safe zone. I couldn’t forget my time limit either. An entire day had passed, and it was already the
second day of my Pact with Erebus. I needed to finish my business in the valley quickly.East it is
then, I thought and swiveled in that direction.As I reached the glade’s edge, five shapes
emerged from the foliage. My hand dropped to the blade on my hip, but a moment later, I relaxed
as I recognized the five.It was Aira and her family.The three pups gamboled forward, and I
dropped to my knees to greet them. “Hi there, fellas,” I murmured. The pups’ coats shone and
their stomachs bulged. They were doing well.I glanced up as a shadow fell over me.“Well met,
Michael,” Oursk said.I rose to my feet and inclined my head to the two dire wolf adults. Like the
pups, they seemed to have fully recovered from their ordeal in the dungeon. “Oursk, Aira, I can’t
begin to thank you for heeding my call. If you hadn’t answered when—”“Speak nothing more of
it,” Aira interrupted. “It was a kindness we were glad to perform.”“But Duggar—”“Don’t take the
alpha’s words to heart,” Oursk said. “He knows the Law of the Pack as well as any. A brethren’s
cry cannot be ignored. Even ignoring what we owe you, the pack was honor-bound to help you.
Duggar is angry, but it is less with you and more the straits in which the pack finds itself.”I
nodded, relieved at least that I hadn’t soured my relationship with Aira and Oursk.“He is still our
pack’s leader, though,” Aira added softly, “and we are bound to follow his commands. Duggar
has given us permission to bid you farewell, but he has ordered the pack to abstain from further
contact until you complete his task. I’m sorry, Michael, but beyond this, we won’t be able to aid
you.”“I understand,” I assured her. They had done enough for me already.“We came to offer what
advice we could,” Oursk said. “Be careful of the Long Fangs. The witch who leads their
delegation has mighty magic at his command.“Delegation?” I asked, wondering at his choice of
wording.“The goblins gathered in the valley are but a small part of their respective tribes,” Aira
answered.I nodded, understanding what she meant but uncertain about the reason for the
delegations’ presence. Still, not having to face off with a full tribe should at least make the task
I’d been given easier to complete.“You will do well to avoid the witch and his apprentices until
you are stronger,” Oursk continued.That, unfortunately, was not a choice I had, given my time
limit. But, I nodded agreeably nevertheless. “Thank you, Oursk,” I said. Leaning down, I gently
batted away one of the pups trying to climb up my leg. “What about the wyvern mother? Can the
pack defeat her?”“Not without huge losses,” Aira admitted.My heart sank at the thought.“Do not
fear, Michael,” Oursk assured me. “Duggar is both canny and wise. He has led the pack for years
and knows as well as we do the consequences of facing the dragonkin in open battle.”“Oursk is
correct,” Aira continued. “I suspect Duggar will take the pack into hiding. We’ve done it before.”“If
you need to find us, search the cave network beneath the eastern valley slopes,” Oursk said. “Its
tunnels are too small for the dragonkin. I’m sure the alpha will shelter the pack there.”I bowed to
the pair. “Thank you, Aira, Oursk. I will do that once I’ve dealt with the goblins.” I paused.
“Speaking of the goblins, why are so many gathered in the valley?”Oursk snarled in frustrated
anger. “The creatures are here at Erebus’ behest.”My brows furrowed. If that was the case, why
weren’t the goblins in the dungeon already?Noticing my confusion, Aira explained further. “The



delegations are here to negotiate terms with the Power before joining his faction. The tribes
themselves are vast, and the hordes they command are mighty. They know their own worth too,
and will not sell their allegiance to the Dark cheaply. Do not expect to overcome their
representatives easily.”“I see,” I said. I kept my face smooth and unruffled, but I felt my concern
mounting. From what the wolves had told me so far, I gathered that the goblins I’d been tasked to
deal with would be nothing like the Fangtooths I’d faced off against in the dungeon.What have I
gotten myself into this time?~~~Shortly after that, the wolves and I said our goodbyes.The pair
had given me much to think about, and before leaving the glade, I pondered my next steps. I
realized completing Duggar’s task might be trickier than I’d originally assumed.I don’t know
enough yet, I decided. Before I could plan my approach, I needed better information on the
goblins’ numbers and levels. Deciding to stick with my original plan, I slipped back into the trees
and headed east through the forest.The hours passed without incident as I traversed the forest
through the treetops. From what the wolves had told me, I knew that I’d been in the center of the
valley when the wyvern had ambushed me. According to Aira, the area was a regular
battleground of the warring goblin delegations and a popular hunting ground for the wyverns.My
journey eastwards took the rest of the day. During that time, I was not attacked, nor did I spot any
goblins. Despite this, I stayed alert. As the day progressed, the glimpses I caught of the
mountain peaks grew more frequent. Each time, they loomed larger until finally, as twilight fell,
the trees failed to conceal the mountains entirely.Knowing the valley’s eastern rim couldn’t be
much farther, I slowed my advance and slipped silently from branch to branch while I kept my
senses extended and periodically checked my mindsight for nearby hostiles.Despite my care, I
came up onto the outskirts of the goblin camp with a suddenness that nearly caused me to lose
my perch.Not a hundred yards in front of me, the trees gave way to a boulder-strewn slope
before rising steeply to sheer mountain cliffs. Entrenched in the short stretch of barren ground
between treeline and cliffs were the Long Fangs.My gaze flitted over the camp. It had been
established inside a natural half-moon formed by the sheer cliff walls. Only one side was not
bordered by the looming mountain, and that side was closed off with a deep-looking trench.
Sharpened stakes had been planted into the dug-out channel and angled to protrude outwards.
Within these defenses, dozens of tents were pitched, which, judging by their size, held about ten
goblins each.Duggar was right, I realized. The Fangtooths I had faced off against in the dungeon
were a far cry from the goblins in the camp ahead.Squads of goblin warriors patrolled the
perimeter of the encampment. They were smartly dressed, and their gear shone and looked in
good order. Hesitantly, I reached out and analyzed one of the goblins.The target is a level 38
veteran goblin warrior. Goblin warriors are the mainstay of any goblin fighting force. Strong and
agile, they make for both excellent infantry and cavalry soldiers.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “loved it can't wait for next book. no sexno romanceno haremyes
violencemaybe cussing I don't really rememberyes statsyes intrigueyes loyaltyyes deceptionI
like how the main character is honorable in his own way. see how he grows outside of the player
dungeon.”

Douglas Lilley, “fun read. The 2nd book in this series was pretty fun. Tom’s writing is still a bit on
the amateurish side, but it’s clear that he’s getting better with the craft.Here are a few notes:1.
The plot’s a bit screwy. Most of the plot drivers are fairly well set, but it feels as though whenever
Tom’s not sure how to initiate a specific plot progression he has the MC do something silly, for no
real reason. I think Tom knows it’s an issue as well, because the MC points out that he’s doing
something foolish and sort-of tries to explain to himself (and the audience) that he wouldn’t
normally be so foolish but for his curiosity or an instinct or his roguish sense of adventure… The
end result doesn’t cause me to like the plot, or the MC less, but it does end up eroding the
perceived danger. After all, the MC seems to feel like saying his curiosity is worth possible
death, then why would I be worried?2. The book has a rather abrupt ending. Without going into
details, one of the MC’s to-do list at the end of the book gets taken off the list due to a Deus ex
machina type event that is only barely acknowledged by the MC. It’s a bit weird and makes the
ending feel a bit rushed.”

JZ, “Awesome!. This was a real treat for me. Liked the complexity with the different factions and
individuals and that made the world building really shine. It is really nice to have an
INTELLIGENT MC that thinks things through and makes good decisions based on available
information.  Definitely looking forward to the next books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. The next in series is as good as the first. The storyline is
solidifying nicely leaving good potential for the future. This wasn't just a placeholder book as the
MC's character developed along with the premise. There was a lot of action with the MC using
his wits as much as his power. Best of all, the MC was not without empathy but wasn't bogged
down by relationships which prevented him from acting in his own self interest, ie: there was no
female character who had to be inexplicably made to be as powerful as the MC, but neither was
there a hint of misogyny either. Female characters were just as prevalent and just as powerful. I
definitely recommend reading this book. It is Litrpg at its best.”

Daniel Monahan, “Really great book. I really loved this book. I enjoyed how Michael used his skill
as an assassin to grow in power, he used his brain to gain political advantage and secure his
own goals all whilst playing the grand game. I can not wait for more books In this series. Highly
recommend!”



Nameless Sage, “Interesting. Ok I will admit this story has its up and downs. First I read reviews
early mentioning about how it made no sense that the MC could solo people 20 levels above
him. Well it makes sense if you think about it with every level you only get one attribute point. And
so far you can't just try up those stats. So you would need a much bigger gap in levels than just
20. Now my problem I had with the last book in the series. This book made the MC a lot less
dumb and than the last book. I mean in the last book he literally found a key and a lock door
within 3 or 4 page and it took him about a page to connect them together to open said door. So
yes I like the book and give it a try.”

bsa 1962, “Now I Have To Wait For The Next Book. The first book in the series was excellent, but
the second book was even better. The author has become one of my favorite authors after only
writing two books, something only Robert Jordan has ever accomplished in my long career of
reading Sci-fi and fantasy. Continued great character development and a great story line. No
really noticeable editing errors. Great quality book”

Lynneth, “How fun  . Next segment of the grand game... what to say good charactor
development so far, story growth, nothing to crazy has happened unless you count the days?
First book seemed to happen around a week he gained over 30 lvs then another 7 days the
second week and he now lv76, a strange happening, hes OP but at the same time not? His
bloodline is the key obviously BUT it wasn't fully unlocked till 3/4 the way through and he didn't
have any decent growth afterwards  so it decame strange.Still a fun read ”

Lucy C, “Did not disappoint. Could not put this down. Stayed up late until I'd finished reading -
thank goodness it's the weekend. Enjoyed the storyline progression with the wolves and learning
more about the various powers. Can't wait to see where it goes in the next book, this series is
turning into one of my favourites.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great plot and lots of murders, lies and competing groups. Loved the plot
and how the main character had to use guile, courage and violence to work towards his goals.
His opponents were generally shifty, shady, evil or sometimes smart so the path to survival ,
never mind victory was never easy. The characters were well written with believable motivations,
and the plot never seemed to let up- a lot of out of the frying pan and into the fire situations!”

mark fitzgibbon, “Superb. The more I read of this series the better it gets. The world, the
characters and the story twists are amazing.”

wrw, “Good world building. A lot more world building from the first book, but it still retains the
good bits of the previous novel. Namely a likable underdog character, and competent use of the
litrpg tropes to tell an entertaining story with them.”
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